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FINE FURNITURE DESIGN EXPANDS PROTÉGÉ UPHOLSTERY WITH FRESH NEW PIECES,
UNIQUE DESIGN DETAILS, AND EXQUISITE FABRIC COMBINATIONS
HIGH POINT, N.C., Oct. 17, 2015 –Sometimes it’s the little things that make the biggest
impact. Crisp button tabs on a tailored waterfall skirt. Airy geometric fretwork over an
upholstered outside back. Light metal accents on gently flared legs.
“Our new silhouettes are gorgeous, and the fabrics are stunning, but what really stands
out are all the special touches that make Protégé upholstery unique,” says Eric Graham, president
of Fine Furniture Design. “You’ll discover impeccably crafted, fresh takes on traditional profiles,
as well as beautiful tufting, unique nail head trims and exquisite fabric combinations. Spring 2016
is all about the details.”
Several of the Protégé upholstery introductions are designed to coordinate with the new
Fine Furniture Designs collections, Brentwood and Campton Grove. There are 25 new fabrics
among the company’s 250 fabrics and seven new wood finishes among the 26 finishes. Highlights
of the new Protégé upholstery include:
Lex Sofa and Easton Chair: Crisp curves and clean lines distinguish the softly
contemporary Lex Sofa, which has slender sloped arms, tapered wood feet and a loose back and
seat cushions in a two-over-two configuration. The coordinating Easton Chair, has dramatic
swoop arms, a tight back, loose seat cushion and tapered feet.
Rowan Sofa, Chair and Ottoman: With a sleek low-profile take on a traditional
Chesterfield sofa, the Rowan Sofa and Chair feature button tufting on the rolled arms and tight
back, as well as nail head trim on the arms and base rail. The coordinating Rowan Ottoman has
nail head trim outlining the base and tapered feet.
Philomena Sofa: The sassy and space conscious Philomena Sofa has an elegantly shaped
exposed wood frame with a tight back, bench seat cushion and cabriole legs.
Isabella Sofa: With a graceful channel back, waterfall skirt, gently flared arms and three
loose seat cushions, Isabella is truly transitional. Dress it up or go casual with the perfect fabric.
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Beckett Sofa: Perfect for urban living or tucked in a bedroom, the trim Beckett Sofa has a
tight back, two loose seat cushions, tapered legs and just the tiniest roll to its slender arms. Crisp
nail head trim defines the linear base.
Saffron Chair: With a tight back, loose seat cushion and slender curved arms, the Saffron
Lounge Chair has a sculptural profile that is equally at home in contemporary or traditional
spaces. With gently flared legs and a simple stretcher, Saffron also is available skirted with
tailored button tab details.
Fiona Chair: Perfect as a dining or desk chair, the oval-back Fiona occasional chair has an
upholstered back and seat and turned wood legs. Nail head trim accentuates the recessed back.
Willa Chair: Softened lines and contemporary details add fresh appeal to Willa, a
traditional cane oval back side chair with an upholstered seat. Light metal accents brighten its
gently flared legs.
Brooke Chair: Wood fretwork, in an intersecting geometric pattern, adds interest to the
upholstered outside back of the Brooke Arm Chair. Brooke has an exposed wood frame with
upholstered arm pads and a loose cushion seat and loose back.
Finley Chair: Diamond pattern button tufting distinguishes the tight back of the Finley
Chair, which has slightly rolled sloped arms and slender tapered legs.
Chloe Vanity Stool: Created to complement the Madeline Vanity in the Brentwood
collection, the Chloe Vanity Stool features a tufted round seat with a single button, a low channel
back and a waterfall skirt.
Romi Chair: The exposed wood Romi Chair has a tight back and tight seat with tapered,
flared legs.
Victoria Banquette: The Victoria Double Banquette, Single Banquette and Corner
Banquette, which coordinate with the Nicole Pedestal Table in the Brentwood collection, can be
arranged in multiple configurations. The versatile banquettes feature tight bench seats and
biscuit tufted backs with long tapered legs.
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About Fine Furniture Design:
Fine Furniture Design is dedicated to the core principles of providing the best quality,
craftsmanship and value in home furnishings today, with superior design and unequalled
standards at every stage of manufacturing – from the forest to the stores. Creating precisely
crafted case goods and upholstered furniture for homes around the world, its home furnishings
are produced in its company-owned manufacturing operations in Shanghai, China. For further
information, please visit www.ffdm.com.
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